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2-Digit Subtraction No regrouping: S1

1) A bus is traveling from New York to Philadelphia with 36 passengers on board. 

If fourteen of them get o! the bus at New Jersey, how many passengers are 

heading to Philadelphia?   

Last-minute Christmas shoppers were waiting in line at a self-checkout counter. 

Of the 29 people standing in queue, 13 were women. How many male 

customers were waiting in line at the checkout counter?    

A football is designed with a total of 32 regular hexagonal and pentagonal panels. 

If 20 regular hexagonal panels are used, how many regular pentagonal panels 

will be used to design a football?

Gavin has a total of 88 documents in his tax folder. If he removed 23 documents 

from it, how many documents remain in Gavin’s tax folder now?  

2)

3)

4)

5)

Tax R
ecord

s

Bette posted 22 recipes on her blog in July 2016. The following month, she posted 

38 recipes on her blog. How many more recipes did Bette post in August than she

did in July?   
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1) A bus is traveling from New York to Philadelphia with 36 passengers on board. 

If fourteen of them get o! the bus at New Jersey, how many passengers are 

heading to Philadelphia?   

Bette posted 22 recipes on her blog in July 2016. The following month, she posted 

38 recipes on her blog. How many more recipes did Bette post in August than she

did in July?   

Last-minute Christmas shoppers were waiting in line at a self-checkout counter. 

Of the 29 people standing in queue, 13 were women. How many male 

customers were waiting in line at the checkout counter?    

A football is designed with a total of 32 regular hexagonal and pentagonal panels. 

If 20 regular hexagonal panels are used, how many regular pentagonal panels 

will be used to design a football?

Gavin has a total of 88 documents in his tax folder. If he removed 23 documents 

from it, how many documents remain in Gavin’s tax folder now?  

2)

3)

4)

5)

22 passengers

16 recipes

12 pentagonal panels

65 documents

16 male customers
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